2022 Hot Meal Route Maps

Blue radius circles indicate the general area of the delivery route. *Circles are not drawn to scale and the size of each circle is not related to the number of stops on each route.*

*Delivery route areas are subject to change as we accommodate a growing list of clients.*

CONTACT RENA FRAADE AT RENA@MOWDURHAM.ORG FOR QUESTIONS.
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Blue radius circles indicate the general area of the delivery route.
Circles are not drawn to scale and the size of each circle is not related to the number of stops on each route.

*Delivery route areas are subject to change as we accommodate a growing list of clients.
2022 Hot Meal Apartment Route Maps

Apartment routes are the same as 2021 and the blue radius circles indicate the general area of the delivery route. Circles are not drawn to scale and the size of each circle is not related to the number of stops on each route.

*Delivery route areas are subject to change as we accommodate a growing list of clients.
NEW 2022 Hot Meal Route Map

Blue radius circles indicate the general area of the delivery route. 
*Circles are not drawn to scale and the size of each circle is not related to the number of stops on each route.*

Route 14 is a new route added in March 2022 to accommodate more clients in East and Downtown Durham.

*Delivery route areas are subject to change as we accommodate a growing list of clients.*

CONTACT RENA FRAADE AT RENA@MOWDURHAM.ORG FOR QUESTIONS.